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a b s t r a c t 
A new level-set model is proposed for simulating immiscible thermocapillary ﬂows with variable ﬂuid- 
property ratios at dynamically deformable interfaces. The Navier–Stokes equations coupled with the en- 
ergy conservation equation are solved by means of a ﬁnite-volume/level-set approach, adapted to a mul- 
tiple marker methodology in order to avoid the numerical coalescence of the ﬂuid particles. The tem- 
perature ﬁeld is coupled to the surface tension through an equation of state. Some numerical examples 
including thermocapillary driven convection in two superimposed ﬂuid layers, and thermocapillary mo- 
tion of single and multiple ﬂuid particles are computed using the present method. These results are com- 
pared against analytical solutions and numerical results from the literature as validations of the proposed 
model. 
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
When a ﬂuid particle (bubble or drop) is placed in a second
uid in which a temperature gradient is imposed, it will move
rom the region with lower temperature to that with higher tem-
erature so that the surface energy is minimized, due to the sur-
ace tension is usually a decreasing function of increasing temper-
ture. This effect is called thermocapillary or Marangoni migration.
t arises as a consequence of the local surface tension gradients on
he ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface caused by temperature distribution. In ad-
ition to its importance from a fundamental point of view, it pro-
ides a particularly attractive means for manipulation of continu-
us ﬂuid streams or ﬂuid particles, in applications involving mi-
rogravity ( Subramanian and Balasubramaniam, 2001 ) or microde-
ices ( Darhuber and Troian, 2005; Karbalaei et al., 2016 ). 
The thermocapillary migration of a drop was ﬁrst examined
xperimentally by Young et al. (1959) , who also found an an-
lytical expression for the terminal velocity of a single spheri-
al drop in the creeping ﬂow limit, in which convective trans-
ort of momentum and heat can be neglected. They derived the
amed YGB theory for the prediction of the steady state migra-
ion velocity. The analysis of Young et al. (1959) was extended by
ubramanian (1981) and Subramanian (1983) , who studied the mi-
ration velocity of a non-deformable gas bubble and liquid droplet∗ Corresponding authors. Fax: +(34) 93 739 89 20. 
E-mail addresses: nestor@cttc.upc.edu , nestorbalcazar@yahoo.es (N. Balcázar), 
ttc@cttc.upc.edu (A. Oliva). 
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Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂn the limit of zero Reynolds number. Since then, many works
ave been performed experimentally, analytically and numerically;
ost of the research on this phenomenon has been summarized
y Subramanian and Balasubramaniam (2001) . 
Collections of ﬂuid particles are usually encountered in practi-
al applications, and the interaction between them will be more
mportant. Thus, the thermocapillary motion of multiple spheri-
al drops and their interactions has been studied by Anderson
1985) and Keh and Chen (1990 ; 1992 ) using analytical and com-
ined analytical-numerical methods, in the limit of zero Reynolds
nd Marangoni numbers. Zhang and Davis (1992) studied the pair-
ise collision rate of small spherical drops undergoing thermocap-
llary migration in a dilute dispersion using a trajectory analysis.
un and Hu (2002) reported a theoretical study of the thermocap-
llary motion of two bubbles along their line of centers in a uni-
orm temperature gradient, whereas Yin and Li (2015) presented
 numerical study on the interaction of two unequal and non-
erging spherical drops using an axisymmetric model. These stud-
es demonstrated that the collective behavior of multiple droplets
s different from that of a single isolated drop. Further works
ave been reported on the Marangoni migration of droplets in
he presence of neighboring boundaries, for instance Meyyappan
t al. (1981) and Sadhal (1983) solved the quasi-steady problem
f thermocapillary motion of a spherical gas bubble normal to
n inﬁnite planar solid or free ﬂuid surface of constant tempera-
ure, ( Meyyappan and Subramanian, 1987 ) examined the thermo-
apillary motion of a gas bubble parallel to a rigid planar surface,
 Keh et al., 2002 ) have obtained numerical solutions and approxi-rmocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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cmate analytical solutions for the steady thermocapillary motion of
a ﬂuid droplet parallel to two walls using a boundary collocation
method and the method of reﬂexions, whereas ( Chang and Keh,
2006 ) extend previous work to the motion of a ﬂuid drop per-
pendicular to two walls. In these cases the migration velocity was
found to decrease relative to the value given by Young et al. (1959) .
The majority of the aforementioned investigations assume a
ﬁxed spherical shape for the migrating bubble or drop, however,
this assumption is valid only in the limit of large surface tension,
without convective transport of momentum and energy. There-
fore, some numerical models have been proposed in order to
solve these issues. For instance, Haj-Hariri et al. (1997) reported
three-dimensional computations of the thermocapillary motion of
deforming droplet based on a continuum model for the ﬂuid–
ﬂuid interface, whereas Nas and Tryggvason (2003) and Nas et al.
(2006) have performed comprehensive numerical simulations of
the thermocapillary motion of multiple deformable droplets by
means of the front-tracking (FT) method ( Tryggvason et al., 2001 ).
Maa and Bothe (2011) and Samareh et al. (2014) presented di-
rect simulations of thermal Marangoni effects at dynamically de-
formable interface of two-phase incompressible ﬂuids, based on
modiﬁed versions of the volume-of-ﬂuid (VOF) method ( Hirt and
Nichols, 1981 ). Yin et al. (2012 ; 2008 ) studied an isolated spheri-
cal drop in thermocapillary migration for low and high Marangoni
numbers using a front-tracking scheme. Brady et al. (2011) and
Zhao et al. (2010) reported simulations of the thermocapillary mo-
tion of two- and three-dimensional ﬂuid particles using the level-
set (LS) method ( Osher and Sethian, 1988; Sussman et al., 1994 ).
Guo and Lin (2015) have presented a phase-ﬁeld (PF) model for bi-
nary incompressible ﬂuid with thermocapillary effects, which was
used to compute thermocapillary convection in a two-layer ﬂuid
system and thermocapillary migration of a drop. 
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are not previous
works on the numerical modeling of two-phase ﬂows with vari-
able surface tension by means of the conservative level-set (CLS)
method ( Balcázar et al., 2014; Olsson and Kreiss, 2005 ), moreover,
most of numerical research reported in the literature on thermo-
capillary motion of multiple deformable ﬂuid particles has been
performed by means of the front-tracking method ( Nas et al.,
2006; Nas and Tryggvason, 2003; Tryggvason et al., 2001 ), so that
the capability and accuracy of new interface capturing methods for
simulating this phenomena is still to be proven. Therefore, it is
the purpose of this work to develop a suﬃciently general numeri-
cal technique for simulating thermocapillary motion of deformable
ﬂuid particles, so that effects such as heat convection, container
walls or the presence of multiple ﬂuid particles can be modeled.
In this regard, the present paper contains the modeling and im-
plementation of the thermal Marangoni stresses, within the frame-
work of the ﬁnite-volume/level-set method introduced by Balcázar
et al. (2014 ; 2015a ), thus, using the conservative level-set method
( Balcázar et al., 2014; Olsson and Kreiss, 2005 ), mass conserva-
tion problem that is known to affect standard level-set formula-
tions ( Osher and Sethian, 1988; Sussman and Puckett, 20 0 0 ) is cir-
cumvented. Additionally, the present model is designed in the con-
text of a multiple marker CLS methodology introduced by Balcázar
et al. (2015b ), which has the ability to solve the interaction of mul-
tiple interfaces at the same control volume, allowing for the colli-
sion of multiple bubbles or droplets, avoiding the numerical coa-
lescence of the ﬂuid particles. 
The present paper is organized as follows: The mathematical
formulation is presented in Section 2 . Section 3 shows the numeri-
cal methods. Model validation and numerical experiments are pre-
sented in Section 4 . Finally, concluding remarks and future work
are discussed in Section 5 .  
Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂ. Mathematical formulation 
.1. Incompressible two-phase ﬂow and energy equation 
The conservation of momentum and mass of two immiscible in-
ompressible and Newtonian ﬂuids are described by the Navier–
tokes equations deﬁned on the spatial domain  = d ∪ c with
oundary ∂: 
∂ 
∂t 
(ρk v k ) + ∇ · (ρk v k v k ) = ∇ · S k + ρk g in k (1)
 k = −p k I + μk 
(∇ v k + (∇ v k ) T ) (2)
 · v k = 0 in k (3)
here subscripts k = { d, c} denote the dispersed ( d ) and contin-
ous ( c ) ﬂuid phases,  = ∂ d ∩ ∂ c is the ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface,
and μ denote the density and dynamic viscosity of the ﬂuid
hases, v is the velocity ﬁeld, g is the gravity acceleration, p is the
ressure, S is the stress tensor and I is the identity tensor. 
Assuming no mass transfer between the ﬂuid phases yields a
ontinuous velocity condition at the interface: 
 d = v c in  (4)
he jump in normal stresses along the ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface is bal-
nced by the surface tension. Considering the surface tension co-
ﬃcient as function of the temperature, σ ( T ), gives the following
oundary condition for momentum conservation at the interface:
( S d − S c ) · n = f σ = σ (T ) κn − ∇ σ (T ) in  (5)
here n is the unit normal vector outward to ∂d , κ is the in-
erface curvature, and ∇  = ∇ − n ( n · ∇) is the tangential surface
radient operator. 
The Navier–Stokes equations for the dispersed ﬂuid in d =
1 
d 
∪ . . . ∪ n d 
d 
and continuous ﬂuid in c , Eqs. (1) –(5) , can be
ombined into a set of equations in , with a singular source term
or the surface tension force at the interface  = 1 ∪ . . . ∪ n d 
 Brackbill et al., 1992; Peskin, 1977 ), deﬁning the superscript n d as
he number of ﬂuid particles in d : 
∂ 
∂t 
( ρv ) + ∇ · ( ρvv ) = −∇p + ∇ · μ(∇v + ( ∇v ) T )
+ ρg + f σ ( T ) δ (6)
 · v = 0 (7)
here δ is the Dirac delta function concentrated at the interface.
ince ρ and μ are considered constant in each ﬂuid phase with a
ump discontinuity at the interface, they can be deﬁned as: 
= ρd H d + ρc ( 1 − H d ) μ = μd H d + μc ( 1 − H d ) (8)
ith H d the Heaviside step function that is one in d and zero
lsewhere. At discretized level a continuous treatment of physical
roperties is adopted in order to avoid numerical instabilities at
he interface, according to the CLS method ( Balcázar et al., 2014;
015a; Olsson and Kreiss, 2005 ). 
In order to account for the temperature dependence of surface
ension in momentum equation, the temperature distribution must
e determined. This requires the solution of the energy equations
n the two ﬂuid phases. If the contribution of viscous dissipation is
gnored, and heat sources or sinks are not present, these equations
an be written as 
∂T k 
∂t 
+ ∇ · ( v k T k ) = 1 ρk c p,k ∇ · (λk ∇T k ) in k (9)ermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 1. (a) Fluid–ﬂuid interfaces 1 , . . . , n d captured by multiple level-set functions φ1 , . . . , φn d , where i = { x | φi ( x , t) = 0 . 5 } . (b) Level-set functions (markers) φ i and φi +1 
on the same control volume. 
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P  ith heat capacity c p and thermal conductivity λ. These physical
roperties are assumed to be constant at each ﬂuid phase. Fur-
hermore, the temperature is considered to be continuous at the
nterface, 
 d = T c in  (10) 
ssuming no phase change, the energy balance at the interface
ields the continuity of heat ﬂux 
( λd ∇ T d − λc ∇ T c ) · n = 0 in  (11) 
hus, Eqs. (9) –(11) can be written in  as 
∂T 
∂t 
+ ∇ · ( v T ) = 1 
ρc p 
∇ · (λ∇T ) in  (12)
ith λ and c p deﬁned as 
= λd H d + λc ( 1 − H d ) c p = c p,d H d + c p,c ( 1 − H d ) (13) 
t discretized level, thermal properties, λ and c p , will be regular-
zed in the context of the CLS method, according to the Section 2.4 .
.2. Interface capturing and multiple marker level-set method 
The two major challenges of simulating interfaces between dif-
erent ﬂuids are to maintain a sharp front and to compute the sur-
ace tension accurately ( Tryggvason et al., 2001 ). Regarding the ﬁrst
ssue, the CLS method introduced in Balcázar et al. (2014) is used
or interface capturing. Moreover, in order to avoid the numerical
oalescence of the ﬂuid–ﬂuid interfaces, a multiple marker level-
et method introduced in Balcázar et al. (2015a ) is used to follow
he motion of each ﬂuid particle at the dispersed phase. Therefore,
ifferent level-set functions (markers), φ1 , . . . , φn d , can be captured
n the same control volume, allowing for the collision of the ﬂuid
articles, as illustrated in Fig. 1 a–b. 
In the CLS method ( Balcázar et al., 2014; Olsson and Kreiss,
005 ) the interface is implicitly represented by the 0.5 isosurface
f the regularized indicator function φi : 
i ( x , t) = 
1 
2 
(
tanh 
(
d i ( x , t) 
2 ε 
)
+ 1 
)
, i = 1 , . . . , n d (14)
here d i is the signed distance function associated to the i th ﬂuid
article, and ε a parameter that sets the thickness of the proﬁle.
q. (14) is used to initialize the CLS functions φi , from the dis-
ance function d i generated for each ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface. Moreover,
he i th interface transport equation can be written in conservative
orm provided the velocity ﬁeld is solenoidal, ∇ · v = 0 , namely, 
∂φi 
∂t 
+ ∇ · φi v = 0 , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n d (15)
Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂurthermore, an additional re-initialization equation is introduced
n order to keep a sharp and constant interface proﬁle 
∂φi 
∂τ
+ ∇ · φi (1 − φi ) n i = ∇ · ε∇φi , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n d (16)
his equation is advanced in pseudo-time τ , it consists of a com-
ressive term, φi (1 − φi ) n i | τ=0 , which forces the level-set function
o be compressed onto the interface along the normal vector n i ,
nd of a diffusion term ∇ · ε∇φi that ensure the proﬁle remains
f characteristic thickness ε = 0 . 5 h 0 . 9 , with h deﬁned as the grid
ize ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ). 
.3. Surface tension 
Implementing surface tension in a numerical scheme involves
wo issues: the curvature κ needs to be determined and the re-
ulting pressure jump must be applied appropriately to the ﬂuids.
ecause a ﬁnite-volume approach is used for discretization of the
overning equations, the aforementioned problems can be conve-
iently addressed by means of the continuous surface force (CSF)
odel ( Brackbill et al., 1992 ), which is adapted to the multiple-
arker/level-set method introduced by Balcázar et al. (2015a ), and
xtended to take into account the temperature dependence of sur-
ace tension 
f σ δ = 
n d ∑ 
i=1 
f σ, i δi 
= 
n d ∑ 
i=1 
( σ ( T ) κi ( φi ) n i − ∇σ ( T ) + n i ( n i · ∇ ) σ ( T ) ) ‖ ∇φi ‖ 
(17) 
here κ i ( φi ) and n i are given by 
 i (φi ) = 
∇φi 
‖∇φi ‖ κi (φi ) = −∇ · n i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n d (18)
o obtain a cell averaged value, the curvature is integrated over
ach ﬁnite volume P : 
i,P = −
1 
V P 
∫ 
P 
∇ · n i dV (19) 
pplying the Gauss theorem yields 
i,P = −
1 
V P 
∫ 
S P 
n i · d A (20) 
ere ∇φi is calculated by means of the least-squares method
 Balcázar et al., 2014; Kothe et al., 1996 ), A is the area vector, V P is
he volume, S P is the surface of P , and the subindex P denote the
 th control volume. Further details on the application of the leastrmocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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 squares method for gradient evaluation are given in Balcázar et al.
(2014) . 
The surface tension coeﬃcient is taken to be a linearly decreas-
ing function of the temperature 
σ = σ0 − σT ( T − T 0 ) (21)
where σT = −d σ/d T = constant, σ 0 is the surface tension at the
reference temperature T 0 . In general, the coeﬃcient σ T is positive
and it depends of the temperature, however, a constant σ T pro-
vides a very good approximation for most ﬂuids in a range of small
temperature variation. This model can be extended to other equa-
tions of state. 
2.4. Regularization of physical properties 
Finally, ﬂuid properties are regularized by means of a global
level-set function, according to the multiple-marker/level-set
method ( Balcázar et al., 2015a ): 
φd ( x , t) = max { φ1 ( x , t) , . . . , φn d −1 ( x , t) , φn d ( x , t) } (22)
Thus, physical properties are computed at the discretized level as
follow 
ρ = ρd φd + ρc (1 − φd ) (23)
μ−1 = μ−1 
d 
φd + μ−1 c (1 − φd ) (24)
ρc p = ρd c p,d φd + ρc c p,c (1 − φd ) (25)
λ−1 = λ−1 
d 
φd + λ−1 c (1 − φd ) (26)
All physical properties of the respective phases are assumed to be
constant, moreover the local average dynamic viscosity and ther-
mal conductivity are calculated via harmonic averaging ( Deen and
Kuipers, 2013; Patankar, 1980; Prosperetti, 2002 ). 
3. Numerical method 
The numerical algorithms presented in this paper are designed
in the context of the unstructured ﬁnite-volume/level-set method
introduced by Balcázar et al. (2014 ; 2015a ). Thus, the Navier–
Stokes equations, Eq. (6) , energy equation, Eq. (12) , and inter-
face capturing equations, Eqs. (15) –(16) , are solved with a ﬁnite-
volume discretization of the physical domain on a collocated un-
structured mesh, where both scalar and vector variables ( p , v , T
and φ) are stored in the cell centroids. Furthermore, the convective
term of momentum Eq. (6) , energy Eq. (12) and interface trans-
port Eq. (15) is explicitly computed approximating the ﬂuxes at cell
faces with a TVD-Superbee limiter scheme ( Balcázar et al., 2014;
Sweby, 1984 ) (see Appendix A ). Diffusive terms are centrally dif-
ferenced, whereas a distance-weighted linear interpolation is used
to ﬁnd the cell face values of physical properties and interface
normals. Gradients are computed at cell centroids by means of
the least-squares method ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ). Regarding the re-
initialization Eq. (16) , a central difference scheme is used to dis-
cretize both convective and diffusive terms. The resolution of the
velocity and pressure ﬁelds is achieved by a standard fractional
step projection method ( Chorin, 1968 ). Thus, the global algorithm
for thermal two-phase ﬂows with variable surface tension is sum-
marized as follows: 
1. Initialize v ( x P , 0) , φi ( x P , 0) , T ( x P , 0) physical properties and in-
terface geometric properties. Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂ2. The time-step, t , which is limited by the CFL conditions
and the stability condition for the capillary force deﬁned by
Brackbill et al. (1992) , is calculated as 
t = C t min 
( 
h 
|| v || , 
ρh 2 
μ
, 
(
h 
|| g || 
)1 / 2 
, h 3 / 2 
(
ρ1 + ρ2 
4 πσ
)1 / 2 ) 
(27)
where C t = 0 . 1 unless otherwise stated. Recently, Denner and
van Wachem (2015a ) have reported a revised capillary time-
step constraint, derived from numerical stability and signal pro-
cessing theory. In the present work, the minimum time-step
calculated according to Eq. (27) , is multiplied by the coeﬃcient
C t = 0 . 1 , which results in a robust numerical solution for the
simulations reported in this research. 
3. The ﬂuid–ﬂuid interfaces are advected by means of the CLS
method introduced by Balcázar et al. (2014 ; 2015a ). Advection
Eq. (15) and re-initialization Eq. (16) are explicitly integrated
in time with a 3-step third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta
method ( Gottlieb and Chi-Wang, 1998 ). Moreover, solving re-
initialization Eq. (16) to steady-state results in a smooth tran-
sition of φi at the interface that depends of the diffusion co-
eﬃcient ε = 0 . 5 h 0 . 9 , where h is the grid size ( Balcázar et al.,
2014 ). This conﬁguration leads to an interface thickness, with
a distance between contours of φ = 0 . 1 and φ = 0 . 9 , of around
three times the grid size ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ). Furthermore, ε
is chosen as small as possible in order to keep a sharp rep-
resentation of the interface, while numerical stability of Eq.
(16) is not affected. In present simulations one iteration per
physical time step of re-initialization Eq. (16) was suﬃcient to
keep the proﬁle of the CLS functions. The reader is referred to
the work of Balcázar et al. (2014 ; 2015a ) for technical details on
the multiple marker CLS method. 
4. The temperature ﬁeld, T n +1 , is calculated using an explicit Euler
scheme 
T n +1 − T n 
t 
= −A T h (T n ) + 
1 
ρc p 
D T h (T 
n ) (28)
where D T 
h 
(T ) = ∇ h · (λ∇ h T ) represents the diffusion operator,
A T h (T ) = ∇ h · ( v T ) is the convective operator, and ∇ h represents
the gradient operator. 
5. Physical properties ( ρ , μ, λ, c p ) are updated at each control vol-
ume, according to the Section 2.4 , whereas surface tension co-
eﬃcient, σ ( T ), is calculated by Eq. (21) . 
6. The fractional-step method ( Chorin, 1968 ) is used to solve the
pressure-velocity coupling. Indeed, a predictor velocity v ∗ is
evaluated by 
ρv ∗ − ρn v n 
t 
= −3 
2 
A v h ( ρv 
n ) + 1 
2 
A v h 
(
ρv n −1 
)
+ D v h ( v n ) + ρg + 
n d ∑ 
i =1 
( σ ( T ) κi ( φi ) n i − ∇ h σ ( T ) + n i ( n i · ∇ h ) σ ( T ) ) | | ∇ h φi | | 
(29)
where D v 
h 
(v ) = ∇ h · μ(∇ h v + (∇ h v ) T ) is the diffusion operator,
and A v h (ρv ) = ∇ h · (ρv v ) is the convective operator. Moreover,
an explicit Adams-Bashforth scheme has been used for the tem-
poral discretization of the convective term, ∇ h σ is evaluated
by means of the least-squares method ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ),
whereas n i and κ i are calculated at each control volume ac-
cording to Eq. (18) . 
7. Substituting Eq. (31) into the Eq. (7) yields a Poisson equation
for pressure ﬁeld 
∇ h ·
(
1 
ρ
∇ h (p n +1 ) 
)
= 1 
t 
∇ h · ( v ∗) (30)
Discretization of Eq. (30) leads to a linear system, which
is solved by means of a preconditioned conjugate gradient
method. ermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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α  8. The resulting velocity v ∗ from Eq. (29) , does not satisfy the
incompressibility constraint, Eq. (7) . Thus, a corrected veloc-
ity ﬁeld is obtained according to the fractional-step method
( Chorin, 1968 ) 
v n +1 = v ∗ − t 
ρ
∇ h (p n +1 ) (31) 
9. In order to avoid pressure-velocity decoupling when the pres-
sure projection is made on collocated meshes ( Felten and Lund,
2006; Rhie and Chow, 1983 ), a cell face velocity v f is calculated
so that ∇ h · v = 0 at each control volume ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ).
Namely in discretized form: 
v f = 
∑ 
q ∈{ P,F } 
1 
2 
(
v n +1 q + 
t 
ρ(φq ) 
(∇ h p n +1 ) q 
)
− t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f 
(32) 
where P and F are denoting the adjacent cell nodes with a com-
mon face f . The reader is referred to Appendix B or the work
introduced by Balcázar et al. (2014) for further details on the
origin of Eq. (32) . This cell-face velocity is used to advect the
CLS function in Eq. (15) , momentum in Eq. (6) and temperature
in Eq. (12) . 
0. Repeat steps 2–9 until time step required. 
The numerical methods introduced in this work have been im-
lemented in the framework of a parallel C++/MPI code called Ter-
oFluids ( Lehmkuhl et al., 2007 ). The code is run on the super-
omputer MareNostrum III using 128 cores for 3D simulations of
ingle droplets ( Section 4.2 ), up to 512 processors for 3D simula-
ions of multiple droplets ( Section 4.3 ). The reader is referred to
he work of Balcázar et al. (2014) for additional technical details on
he ﬁnite-volume discretization of the general convection-diffusion
quation on unstructured meshes, including the Navier–Stokes and
LS equations. Furthermore, veriﬁcation and validation of the nu-
erical methods for isothermal two-phase ﬂows with constant
urface tension have been reported in Balcázar et al. (2014, 2016,
015a, 2015b) . 
. Model validation and numerical experiments 
A ﬁrst test case is presented in Appendix C , in order to val-
date the present numerical methods in the context of thermal
wo-phase ﬂow with constant surface tension. Next sections are
evoted to the veriﬁcation and validation of the proposed level-
et model in thermocapillary ﬂows, including the thermocapil-
ary driven convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids at small
eynolds and Marangoni numbers, thermocapillary migration of
ingle ﬂuid particles, and simulation of thermocapillary motion
nd interaction of multiple ﬂuid particles. 
The dimensionless parameters controlling the thermocapil-
ary ﬂow are the Marangoni number ( Ma ), Reynolds number
 Re ), Capillary number ( Ca ) and the ratios of physical properties
(ηρ, ημ, ηλ, ηc p ) , deﬁned as follow 
a = U r L r ρc c p,c 
λc 
; Re = U r L r ρc 
μc 
; Ca = U r μc 
σ0 
(33) 
ρ = ρd 
ρc 
; ημ = μd 
μc 
; ηλ = 
λd 
λc 
; ηc p = 
c p,d 
c p,c 
(34) 
here the subindex c refers to the continuous phase, the subindex
 refers to the dispersed phase, L r and U r are the characteristic
ength and velocity of the system, respectively. These characteristic
imensions ( L r , U r ) will be deﬁned if necessary according to each
est case introduced in next sections. The effect of gravity is ne-
lected, g = 0 , and phase change is not taken into account. Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂ.1. Thermocapillary convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids 
The computational domain is illustrated in Fig. 2 with −0 . 5 L  
  0 . 5 L , −h c  y  h d , L  = 4 H , and the interface  located at
 = 0 . The periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x direc-
ion, no-slip conditions are imposed on the upper and lower walls,
hereas the wall temperatures are speciﬁed as T (x, h d ) = T t on the
op boundary and a sinusoidal temperature on the lower wall at
 = −h c 
 (x, −h c ) = T b + T b cos (kx ) (35)
ith T b > T t , and k = 2 π/L  deﬁned as the wave number. The
haracteristic scales of length and velocity are L r = h c and U r =
T T b h c / (L μc ) , respectively. Therefore the dimensionless num-
ers deﬁned in Eq. (33) can be written as 
Ma = σT  T b h 
2 
c ρc c p,c 
L  μc λc 
; Re = σT  T b h 
2 
c ρc 
L  μ2 c 
;
Ca = σT  T b h c 
L  σ0 
(36) 
When Re 	 1, Ma 	 1, and Ca 	 1, the convective transport of
omentum and energy are negligible, and the interface remains
lane. The analytical solutions for the stream function ψ( x, y ) and
emperature ﬁeld T ( x, y ) were obtained by Pendse and Esmaeeli
2010) as follows 
ψ ( x, y ) = ( U max /k ) 
(
sin h 2 ( α) − α2 
)−1 
sin ( kx ) 
(
ky sin h 2 ( α) ... 
cosh ( ky ) − ( 1 / 2 ) 
(
2 α2 + ky ( sinh ( 2 α) − 2 α) sinh ( ky ) 
))
(37) 
T ( x, y ) = ( T t − T b ) y + ηλT t h c + T b h d 
h d + ηλh c 
+ T b f ( α, β, ηλ) sinh ( α − ky ) cos ( kx ) 
(38) 
or the ﬂuid in d , and 
ψ ( x, y ) = ( U max /k ) 
(
sin h 2 ( β) − β2 
)−1 
sin ( kx ) 
(
ky sin h 2 ( β) ... 
cosh ( ky ) − ( 1 / 2 ) 
(
2 β2 − ky ( sinh ( 2 β) − 2 β) sinh ( ky ) 
))
(39) 
T ( x, y ) = ηλ( T t − T b ) y + ηλh c + T c h d 
h d + ηλh c 
+ T b cos ( kx ) ... 
f ( α, β, ηλ) ( sinh ( α) cosh ( ky ) − ηλsinh ( ky ) cosh ( α) ) 
(40) 
or the ﬂuid in c . The parameters in the aforementioned equa-
ions are deﬁned as 
= h d k ; β = h c k (41)
f (α, β, ηλ) = 
1 
η sinh (β) cosh (α) + sinh (α) cosh (β) (42) λ
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Fig. 3. Thermocapillary convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids. Temperature contours for ηλ = 1 (left) and ηλ = 0 . 1 (right). Analytical (red line) and numerical (black 
line) results, h = H / 120 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 4. Thermocapillary convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids. Streamline contours for ηλ = 1 (left) and ηλ = 0 . 1 (right). Analytical (red line) and numerical (black 
line) results, h = H / 120 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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 max = −
(
T b σT c p,c 
λc 
)
g(α, β, ηλ) h (α, β, ημ) (43)
where 
g(α, β, ηλ) = f (α, β, ηλ) sinh (α) (44)
h 
(
α, β, ημ
)
= 
(
sin h 2 ( α) − α2 
)(
sin h 2 ( β) − β2 
)
... (
ημ
(
sin h 2 ( β) − β2 
)
( sinh ( 2 α) − 2 α) 
+ 
(
sin h 2 ( α) − α2 
)(
sin h 2 ( α) − α2 
)(
sin h ( 2 β) − 2 β) 
)−1 (45)
In addition the velocity ﬁeld can be obtained from ψ( x, y ) by tak-
ing v · e x = ∂ ψ/∂ y and v · e y = −∂ ψ/∂ x ( Fig. 5 ). 
Present simulations are performed on a uniform cartesian mesh
of {160 × 40, 320 × 80, 480 × 120} grid points with h =
{ H / 40 , H / 80 , H / 120 } , respectively. The dimensionless param-
eters are Re = 0 . 01 , Ma = 0 . 01 , Ca = 0 . 01 , whereas the ratio of
physical properties are set to unity, ηρ = 1 , ημ = 1 , ηc p = 1 , except
for thermal conductivity ratio which takes the values ηλ = { 1 , 0 . 1 } .
Since Re 	 1, Ma 	 1, and Ca 	 1, present cases correspond to
the creeping ﬂow regime, indeed, the density ratio does not play a
role. Furthermore, since the simulations are carried out for steady
state, the results do not depend of the heat capacity ratio ηc p . 
The contours of stream function and temperature ﬁeld are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , for thermal conductivity ratio ηλ = 1 and
η = 0 . 1 , respectively, using a grid size h = H / 120 . Fig. 6 showsλ 
Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂ further comparison between present simulations against ana-
ytical results for T and v · e y on the line x/H  = 0 . From the
forementioned results, it can be concluded that present simula-
ions are in excellent agreement with analytical solutions given by
qs. (37) –(40) . Additionally, in order to demonstrate the grid con-
ergence of the present model, Table 1 shows the E 
φ
1 
norms of
he differences between the analytical results ( φexact 
i 
) and numeri-
al solutions ( φnum 
i 
), deﬁned as E 
φ
1 
= (1 /N cv ) 
∑ N cv 
i 
|| φnum 
i 
− φexact 
i 
|| ,
here N cv is the number of control volumes in . It is observed
hat as the grid size ( h ) decreases, the E 
φ
1 
norm decreases for
oth velocity ﬁeld ( φ = { v x , v y } ) and temperature ﬁeld ( φ = T ). We
lso note that differences E T 
1 
are slighter higher for the cases with
λ = 0 . 1 in comparison with ηλ = 1 , which can be explained by
he jump in thermal conductivity at the interface when ηλ 
 = 1. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the contours of temperature ﬁeld for ηλ =
 1 , 0 . 1 } . It is observed, that for the case with ηλ = 1 the temper-
ture contours present equal slopes at the ﬂuid–ﬂuid interfacial
one, whereas, for ηλ = 0 . 1 the temperature contours at the in-
erface are different at both ﬂuid regions, reﬂecting the fact that
he ratio of the thermal conductivities of the ﬂuids plays an im-
ortant role in the strengthens of the thermocapillary convection.
oreover, the cosine function used as boundary condition for the
emperature at the bottom wall leads to non-uniform distribution
f temperature at the interface. Indeed, the ﬂuids are set in mo-
ion by the action of a shear force originated by the temperature
radient at the interface, and directed from the symmetry axis
/H  = 0 toward both sides in , as is illustrated by streamlines
n Fig. 3 . Furthermore, Fig 4 shows that the ﬂuid ﬂow consist ofermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 5. Thermocapillary convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids. Velocity vectors for ηλ = 1 (left) and ηλ = 0 . 1 (right). Analytical (red line) and numerical (black line) 
results, h = H / 120 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Velocity ( v y = v · e y ) and temperature ( T ) proﬁles at x/H  = 0 , for thermocapillary convection of two superimposed planar ﬂuids ηλ = { 1 . 0 , 1 / 10 } . 
Table 1 
Relative differences between the analytical solutions and the numerical results for Section 4.1 . 
E 
φ
1 
= (1 /N cv ) 
∑ N cv 
i 
|| φnum 
i 
− φexact 
i 
|| , where N cv is the number of control volumes, and φ = 
{ v x , v y , T } . 
ηλ = 1 ηλ = 0 . 1 
h E T 1 E 
v x 
1 
E 
v y 
1 
E T 1 E 
v x 
1 
E 
v y 
1 
H /40 1 . 8 × 10 −5 8 . 5 × 10 −5 1 . 2 × 10 −5 3 . 1 × 10 −3 1 . 7 × 10 −4 2 . 6 × 10 −5 
H /80 9 . 2 × 10 −6 2 . 8 × 10 −5 3 . 9 × 10 −6 1 . 6 × 10 −3 5 . 7 × 10 −5 9 . 0 × 10 −6 
H /120 8 . 5 × 10 −6 1 . 4 × 10 −5 1 . 6 × 10 −6 9 . 6 × 10 −4 3 . 0 × 10 −5 5 . 3 × 10 −6 
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T   regions with counter-rotating vortices, where the sense of ﬂuid
irculation is given by the temperature gradient at the interface.
ince the domain is periodic in the x direction, the velocities de-
rease as they approach to the left and right boundaries, therefore,
he ﬂuids are also forced to move upward in d , or downward in
c , which explain the circulation patterns illustrated in Figs. 3 and
 . Thus, present results are consistent with analytical solutions of
endse and Esmaeeli (2010) , and with recent simulations reported
y Liu et al. (2012) , Zheng et al. (2016) , Guo and Lin (2015) , where
he same problem was researched numerically by means of lattice
oltzmann and phase ﬁeld methods. 
.2. Thermocapillary motion of single ﬂuid particles 
Next sections are devoted to the simulation of Marangoni mi-
ration of single and multiple ﬂuid particles. The characteristic
cales of length, velocity and temperature are denoted by L r =
 / 2 , U r = σT ||∇T ∞ || (d / 2) /μc and T r = (d / 2) ||∇T ∞ || , respectively.
herefore, the dimensionless parameters deﬁned in Eq. (33) arePlease cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂritten as follow 
Ma = σT ‖ ∇T ∞ ‖ d 
2 ρc c p,c 
4 μc λc 
; Re = σT ‖ ∇T ∞ ‖ d 
2 ρc 
4 μ2 c 
;
Ca = σT ‖ ∇T ∞ ‖ d 
2 σ0 
(46) 
here the subindex c refers to the continuous phase, the subindex
 refers to the drop ﬂuid phase, U r is the named thermocapillary
elocity, d is the initial droplet diameter, || ∇T ∞ || is the tempera-
ure gradient imposed in the continuous ﬂuid, whereas the ratios
f physical properties are deﬁned by Eq. (34) . Additionally, the di-
ensionless velocity, V ∗ = ( e y · v c ) /U r with v c = 
∫ 
 φv d V/ 
∫ 
 φd V,
nd dimensionless time, t ∗ = 2 tU r /d, are used to express the nu-
erical results. 
The ﬂuids are initially at rest without gravity and the temper-
ture linearly increases from the cold bottom wall toward the hot
op wall 
 (x, y, z) = T b + 
T t − T b 
H 
y = T b + ||∇T ∞ || y (47)
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematic diagram of the spatial domain. (b) Cross section of the mesh, plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis y . 
Table 2 
Mesh parameters used in 3D simulations of thermocapillary motion of isolated ﬂuid 
particles. Here N planes is the number of planes in which the symmetry axis of  is 
divided. 
Mesh ( D  , H ) Cells Cells / plane N planes Cell geometry h 
M 1 (8 d , 8 d ) 9 .40 × 10 5 4700 200 hexahedral d /25 
M 2 (8 d , 8 d ) 1 .79 × 10 6 7440 240 hexahedral d /30 
M 3 (8 d , 8 d ) 2 .78 × 10 6 9940 280 hexahedral d /35 
M 4 (8 d , 8 d ) 4 .09 × 10 6 12800 320 hexahedral d /40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 
Dimensionless parameters used in simulations, and the corresponding theo- 
retical migration velocity ( U YGB ). 
Case Re Ca Ma ηρ ημ ηλ ηc p U YGB / U r 
A 0 . 06 ¯6 0 . 06 ¯6 0 . 06 ¯6 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 0 . 13 ¯3 
B 0 .01 0 .01 0 . 016 ¯6 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .228 
Table 4 
Grid convergence of the migration velocity, ε r = | (V ∗ −V ∗h = d/ 40 ) /V ∗h = d/ 40 | . 
Case A: Re = Ma = Ca = 0 . 06 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 . Case B: Re = 
Ma = 0 . 01 , Ca = 0 . 016 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . 
Mesh h Case A Case B 
V ∗ ε r V ∗ ε r 
M 1 d /25 0 .1241 1 .9% 0 .1946 7 .9% 
M 2 d /30 0 .1259 1 .5% 0 .2057 2 .6% 
M 3 d /35 0 .1271 0 .9% 0 .2088 1 .1% 
M 4 d /40 0 .1278 – 0 .2112 –
d  
g  
T  
v  
a  
l  
s
 
a  
w  
g  
t  
r  
v  
t  with T t the temperature of the top wall and T b the temperature of
the bottom wall. The computational setup is illustrated in Fig. 7 a,
whereas a cross section of mesh used for 3D simulations is pre-
sented in Fig. 7 b. 
4.2.1. Thermocapillary migration in the limit of zero Marangoni 
number 
In the limit of zero Marangoni number and small Reynolds
number, Young et al. (1959) derived the named YGB theory for the
prediction of the steady state migration velocity ( U YGB ) of a drop
in an inﬁnite domain with constant temperature gradient ﬁeld,
|| ∇T ∞ ||, such that the convective transport of momentum and en-
ergy are negligible 
U YGB 
U r 
= 2 
(2 + 3 μd /μc )(2 + λd /λc ) 
(48)
where all the physical properties are assumed to be constant ex-
cept for the surface tension, which is assumed to vary linearly with
temperature. 
In present simulations, a 3 D cylindrical domain  of diame-
ter D  = 8 d and height H  = 8 d is considered, as shown Fig. 7 .
 is divided by hexahedral control volumes generated by a con-
stant step extrusion h = H /N planes , of a two-dimensional unstruc-
tured grid of quadrilateral cells along the symmetry axis of , as
is summarized in Table 2 . In order to maximize the droplet res-
olution, the mesh was concentrated around the symmetry axis of
 using a constant grid size, h , which grows exponentially to the
border where it reaches a maximum size, as Fig. 7 b illustrates. A
spherical drop of diameter d is placed on the symmetry axis of
, at 1.5 d above the bottom wall. No-slip boundary conditions are
applied on the top and bottom walls, and Neumann boundary con-
dition is used on the lateral wall. 
Table 3 shows the nondimensional parameters used in present
simulations. In addition, the theoretical migration velocity of a
spherical drop, U YGB / U r , is also included. Fig. 8 shows the tempo-
ral evolution of the dimensionless migration velocity, V ∗, versusPlease cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂimensionless time, t ∗, using the present method with different
rid resolutions. The inﬂuence of the grid size, h , is summarized in
able 4 . It is found that the difference in the calculated migration
elocities is no more than 1% between the meshes with h = d/ 35
nd h = d/ 40 , therefore the ﬁnest mesh resolution h = d/ 35 is se-
ected for discussion of further numerical results unless otherwise
tated. 
Fig. 8 a shows that the present level-set model converges to an
symptotic value V ∗/U YGB = 0 . 93 for Case A, which is consistent
ith the data reported by Maa and Bothe (2011) and Nas and Tryg-
vason (2003) . Fig. 8 b shows also an asymptotic convergence to
he value V ∗/U YGB = 0 . 96 which is comparable to the value 0.96
eported in Brady et al. (2011) using a level-set model, and the
alue 0.97 calculated by Muradoglu and Tryggvason (2008) using
he front-tracking method. The slower rise velocities in the ﬁniteermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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Fig. 8. Migration velocity versus time. (a) Re = Ma = Ca = 0 . 06 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 . (b) Re = Ma = 0 . 01 , Ca = 0 . 016 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . 
Fig. 9. Re = 5 , Ma = 20 , Ca = 0 . 01666 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 (a) Migration velocity versus time. (b) Streamlines (left) and Isotherms (right) at t ∗ = 25 , with h = d/ 128 . 
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f  omain simulations compared with the theoretical migration ve-
ocity for the unbounded problem is probably due to the conﬁne-
ent effect. Thus, the proposed method to include variable surface
ension in the framework of the ﬁnite-volume/level-set method
 Balcázar et al., 2014 ) yields to stable results, consistent in accu-
acy with previous numerical results from the literature. 
.2.2. Thermocapillary migration with ﬁnite Marangoni number 
As further validation for thermocapillary migration with ﬁnite
arangoni number, the level-set model is used to solve a 2D test
ase introduced by Nas and Tryggvason (2003) . The material prop-
rty ratios ηρ , ημ, ηc p and ηλ are set to 0.5, whereas the nondi-
ensional parameters are chosen as Re = 5 , Ma = 20 , and Ca =
 . 016 ¯6 . The computational domain is a rectangle extending 4 d in
he x direction and 8 d in the y direction, where d is the drop di-
meter. The drop is initially located to the distance d above the
ottom wall, on the vertical symmetry axis of the rectangular do-
ain. The top and bottom walls are no-slip boundaries with con-
tant temperature, and the horizontal boundaries are periodic. 
Fig. 9 a presents the migration velocity of the droplet versus
ime, computed by means of the present method, on uniform
artesian meshes with 64 × 128 ( h = d/ 32 ), 128 × 256 ( h = d/ 64 )
nd 256 × 512 ( h = d/ 128 ) grid points. Fig. 9 b shows the stream-
ines and temperature contours at the time t ∗ = 25 . It is observed
hat V ∗ converges with mesh reﬁnement, whereas the difference
n V ∗ calculated with h = d/ 128 and h = d/ 64 using the present
odel, is below 1.2%. Hence, it is clear from the aforementionedPlease cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂesults that present computations are in excellent agreement with
ront-tracking simulation reported by Nas and Tryggvason (2003) . 
Once the accuracy of the level-set model has been demon-
trated by the previous benchmark case, a set of three-dimensional
imulations are carried out in order to study the effect of Re and
a on the thermocapillary migration of a ﬂuid particle, for which
nalytical solutions or reference results are not available. First, the
ffect of grid size on the migration velocity and temperature ﬁeld
s studied for the most stringent cases (Ma, Re, Ca ) = (100 , 5 , 0 . 1)
nd (Ma, Re, Ca ) = (500 , 40 , 0 . 0416 ¯6 ) , with physical property ratios
ρ = ημ = ηλ = ηc p = 1 , as illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11 , respec-
ively. Mesh parameters used in present study are summarized in
able 2 . It is observed that numerical results converge as the grid
ize ( h ) is reduced, moreover, results using meshes M 3 ( h = d/ 35 )
nd M 4 ( h = d/ 40 ) are very close, thus the mesh M 3 is selected for
iscussion of next numerical simulations. 
Fig. 12 shows the normalized migration velocity for a set
f Marangoni numbers, i.e., Ma = { 1 , 10 , 50 , 100 , 500 } , at Re =
 1 , 5 , 20 , 40 } , with physical property ratios equal to one. In addi-
ion, Fig. 13 illustrates the evolution of the temperature contours
nd vorticity contours at four instants of time, on the symme-
ry plane z = 0 , for Re = 40 , Ma = 100 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 and physical
roperty ratios equal to one. For a ﬁxed Reynolds number, the ini-
ial migration velocity increases at the same rate, for all the range
f Marangoni numbers studied, as shown Fig. 12 , which is consis-
ent with results reported by Liu et al. (2012) . When the thermo-
apillary convection is weak, i.e. Ma < 10, it is observed two stages
or the time evolution of V ∗: an initial accelerating stage and thermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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Fig. 10. Effect of the grid size ( h ), Re = 5 , Ma = 100 , Ca = 0 . 1 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 , (a) Migration velocity. (b) Temperature on the symmetry line ( y -axis) of the 
cylindrical domain ( t ∗ = 79 ). (c) Isotherms on the symmetry plane x − y ( t ∗ = 79 ). 
Fig. 11. Effect of the grid size ( h ), Re = 40 , Ma = 500 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 , (a) Migration velocity. (b) Temperature on the symmetry line ( y -axis) of the 
cylindrical domain ( t ∗ = 64 ). (c) Isotherms on the symmetry plane x − y ( t ∗ = 64 ). 
Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for thermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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Fig. 12. Migration velocity versus time, 1 ≤ Ma ≤ 500, ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 , (a) Re = 1 , Ca = 0 . 1 . (b) Re = 5 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 . (c) Re = 20 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 . (d) Re = 40 , 
Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 . 
Fig. 13. Temperature and vorticity ( (∇ × v ) · e z ) contours on the plane z = 0 for Re = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , Ma = { 100 } , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 . 
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t  nal steady migration stage. As the thermocapillary convection is
tronger, i.e. Ma > 10, there is an additional overshoot stage, which
ccurs at the beginning of the whole migration process because
he inﬂuence of the thermal convection is major than that of the
eat diffusion ( Yin et al., 2008 ). Additionally, it is observed that V ∗
s a monotonically decreasing function of the Marangoni number,Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂhich is consistent with numerical ﬁndings reported by Yin et al.
2008) and Zhao et al. (2010) . This dependence can be explained by
eans of the temperature contours illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 ,
here a redistribution of the temperature ﬁeld inside the ﬂuid par-
icle is observed, because the velocity ﬁeld is strongly coupled with
he temperature as Ma increases. Moreover, it is observed that thermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 14. Temperature and vorticity ( (∇ × v ) · e z ) contours on the plane z = 0 for Re = 5 , Ca = 0 . 1 , Ma = { 10 , 50 , 100 , 500 } , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 . 
Fig. 15. Temperature and vorticity ( (∇ × v ) · e z ) contours on the plane z = 0 for Re = 20 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , Ma = { 1 , 10 , 100 , 500 } , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 1 . 0 . 
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o  enhanced convective transport of energy, results in the wrapping
of the temperature contours around the droplet interface, leading
to a reduction of the temperature gradient at the surface. Indeed,
a small average temperature gradient at the droplet interface leads
to a reduction of the driving force for the droplet migration be-
cause the surface tension σ is a linear function of temperature,
which explain the inverse relation between Ma and V ∗. 
The vorticity contours ( e z · ∇ × v ) on the plane z = 0 , indicate
the presence of recirculation zones inside the droplets, as is il-
lustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 . The center position of these vortexes
moves downstream with the increase of the Marangoni number,
while at Ma = 500 additional recirculation zones are also observed
inside the droplets. This fact can be explained by the correspond-Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂng temperature distributions which are depicted in Figs. 14 and
5 . Hence, at low Marangoni number the temperature gradient
s nearly uniform on the whole droplet interface, whereas a non
niform distribution of temperature gradient arises as the Ma in-
reases, due that the temperature contours wrap around the inter-
ace. As consequence, a faster motion is induced in the zone with
igh temperature gradient, i.e., at the cold zone of the interface,
n comparison with the induced motion at the warm region where
emperature gradients are minor. Therefore, the vortexes inside the
roplets are displaced downstream as Ma increases. 
Moreover, Figs. 12–15 show that the unsteady thermocapillary
igration of droplets depends of the Reynolds number. The most
bvious difference happens at the beginning part of the simula-ermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 16. Interaction of two droplets. Re = 40 , Ma = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . Lines for present numerical results ( h = { d / 32 , d / 48 , d / 64 } ), and symbols for 
results reported by Nas and Tryggvason (2003) . (a) Migration velocity. (b) Vertical versus horizontal separation distance. 
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wions illustrated in Fig. 12 , where it is clear that simulations with
he smaller Reynolds number tend to move faster at the initial
tage. These results can be explained because the tangential sur-
ace stresses can only be balanced by viscous stresses associated
ith ﬂuid motion, as can be inferred from Eq. (5) . It means, that
he motion induced at the interface in the direction of increasing
nterfacial tension, lead to the motion of the ﬂuids near to the in-
erface, through the effect of viscosity. Moreover, the force driv-
ng the droplet is the counterforce of the viscosity force that arises
rom the aforementioned mechanism. Smaller values of Reynolds
umbers mean larger viscosities, and the droplets will have larger
cceleration. Indeed, for smaller Re the droplets can reach their
aximum velocities within shorter periods of time, in compari-
on with the thermocapillary motion of droplets at larger values
f Re . 
.3. Thermocapillary interaction of multiple droplets 
In practical applications of thermocapillary ﬂows, collections
f ﬂuid particles in bounded domains are frequently encountered.
hus, in order to validate the ability of the present method for sim-
lating these systems, we solve the interaction effects between a
air of droplets, using the same simulation parameters reported
y Nas and Tryggvason (2003) . The ratio of material properties is
ρ = ημ = ηλ = ηc p = 0 . 5 , with dimensionless parameters given by
e = Ma = 40 and Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 . The spatial domain  is a rectan-
le which extends 4 d on the x − axis and 8 d on the y − axis .  is
iscretized by means of uniform cartesian meshes of {192 × 384,
28 × 256, 256 × 512} grid points, which are equivalent to the grid
izes h = { d / 32 , d / 48 , d / 64 } , respectively. The initial position of the
roplet centroids are (x/d , y/d ) = (0 . 95 , 2 . 0) for the right droplet,
nd (x/d , y/d ) = (2 . 05 , 2 . 9) for the left droplet, which are initially
eﬁned as circular cylinders of diameter d . Periodic boundary con-
ition is used in the x direction, whereas the walls are treated as
o-slip boundaries. Furthermore, constant temperatures T t and T b 
re ﬁxed at the top and bottom boundaries, respectively, with T t >
 b . 
Fig. 16 a shows the migration velocity V ∗ versus the dimension-
ess time t ∗ of the right droplet, left droplet, and droplets cen-
roid, furthermore, grid convergence is demonstrated using three
rid sizes h = { d / 32 , d / 48 , d / 64 } . Lines are used to represent nu-
erical results obtained by the present method, and symbols are
sed to denote the reference results taken from Nas and Tryggva-
on (2003) . This plot shows that both droplets start with a rapid
cceleration and deceleration stage, which lead to an overshoot inPlease cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂheir migration velocities. After this stage, it is observed that the
eft droplet achieves a quasi-steady state at t ≥ 60, whereas the
ight droplet continues its motion with a new acceleration stage
t t ∗ ≥ 40. Additionally, Fig. 16 b shows the vertical separation dis-
ance of the droplets versus its horizontal separation distance. At
he beginning, the horizontal separation is almost constant, while
he vertical separation is progressively reduced. It means that the
roplets approximate each other during their migration toward the
ot wall, but their trajectories hardly deviate from a straight line.
s consequence the droplets collide and then separate each other,
hile the horizontal separation increases faster than its vertical
eparation, which indicates that the droplets continue their mi-
ration in a side-by-side conﬁguration. Fig. 16 shows that present
esults obtained by the conservative level-set method are in excel-
ent agreement with front-tracking simulation reported by Nas and
ryggvason (2003) . 
Figs. 17 and 18 show the isotherms and vorticity contours ( e z ·
 × v ) during the thermocapillary interaction of the two droplets.
egarding the vorticity contours, Fig. 17 shows that two asymmet-
ic thermocapillary vortices are formed inside each ﬂuid particle
ue to the imbalance in the surface tension on the droplet in-
erfaces. Moreover, the size and strength of the vortexes near the
arm region of the ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface are major than on the
old region due that temperature gradients are higher in the warm
one, as illustrated for instance in Fig. 18 at t ∗ = 16 . During the col-
ision of the droplets, at t ∗ ≥ 32, a pair of vortices with opposite
igns are observed near the collision zone, which interact between
hem to lead the separation of the ﬂuid particles as illustrated in
ig. 17 at t ∗ = { 48 , 64 } . 
Fig. 18 shows that at the beginning the isotherms of the whole
ow ﬁeld are straight, therefore, this large temperature differ-
nce along the droplet interfaces leads to a large driving force on
he droplets. As the droplets move forwards, the isotherms wrap
round the droplet interface, which reduce the temperature differ-
nces of both drops in comparison with those at t = 0 , indeed,
heir velocities begin to decrease. Moreover, after that droplets
tart to interact, the left droplet accelerates in direction to the
ight droplet, leading to the motion of hot ﬂuid between them un-
il eventually the droplets touch each other. Because the present
evel-set model has been designed to allow for the collision of ﬂuid
articles, avoiding the numerical coalescence, any ﬂow of continu-
us ﬂuid between them is blocked. As consequence, the droplets
ove away from each other to continue their motion in side by
ide conﬁguration. Thus, the aforementioned results are consistent
ith front-tracking simulations reported by Nas et al. (2006) . rmocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 17. Vorticity contours ( (∇ × v ) · e z ) for the interaction of two drops. Re = 40 , Ma = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . Uniform cartesian mesh with h = d/ 64 
or 256 × 512 grid points. 
Fig. 18. Temperature contours for the interaction of two drops. Re = 40 , Ma = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . Uniform cartesian mesh with h = d/ 64 or 256 ×
512 grid points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5 
Physical properties used in 3 D simulations of multiple 
droplet interactions. 
Case Re Ma Ca ηρ ημ ηλ ηc p 
A 40 40 0 . 0416 ¯6 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 
B 20 60 0 . 0416 ¯6 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 
r  
9  
b  
w  
a  
o  
c  
2  
i  
t  With the conﬁdence that the present model has been vali-
dated for the interaction of two droplets, now we study the three-
dimensional interaction of multiple droplets in a rectangular chan-
nel which extends 6 d × 6 d on the plane x − z, and 12 d in the y
axis. A swarm of 18 droplets are placed randomly in two layers
of 9 droplets, close to the bottom wall, with a minimum distance
droplet-wall of 2 d , and taken initially as spheres of diameter d .
At the beginning, the ﬂuids are quiescent and the temperature in-
creases linearly from the bottom wall to the top wall, according to
Eq. (47) . Present simulations are performed using a uniform carte-
sian mesh of 240 × 240 × 480 grid points, which is equivalent to
the grid size h = d/ 40 . All the wall boundaries are treated as no-
slip, lateral walls ( x and z directions) are adiabatic, whereas a con-
stant temperature T t and T b is ﬁxed at the top and bottom bound-
aries ( y direction), respectively, with T t > T b . The physical parame-
ters used in present 3 D simulations are summarized in Table 5 . 
Figs. 19 and 20 illustrate the thermocapillary interaction of 18
droplets, with a set of isotherms and vorticity contours repre-
sented on the plane z = 0 for the physical parameters summa- (  
Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂized in Table 5 (case A ). It is observed that the ﬁrst layer of
 droplets separates of the second layer, which is closer to the
ottom wall, and it moves ahead in direction to the warm wall,
hereas the droplets in both layers align horizontally as they move
cross the channel. At the beginning, the trailing droplets (sec-
nd layer) approach each other until eventually some of them
ollide, as illustrated in Figs. 19 and 20 ( t ∗ = 39 . 2 ). Figs. 19 and
0 at t ∗ = { 78 . 4 , 117 . 6 } depict that the droplets are also dispersed
n direction to the lateral walls, however they do not collide with
hem. Fig. 20 shows that counter-rotating thermocapillary vortices
 e z · ∇ × v ) are formed inside each droplet, furthermore, vorticityermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 19. Re = 40 , Ma = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 , 18 droplets. Temperature contours at the plane z = 0 . 
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w  s generated on the walls as the droplets approach to them, with
pposite sign compared to the vorticity generated around the ﬂuid
articles. Inside the droplets, the cold ﬂuid is pushed up, while the
igher temperature ﬂuid ﬂows back between the droplets in order
o conserve the mass, moreover, the isotherms wrap around the
uid–ﬂuid interfaces and concentrate in front of the droplets, as
hown Fig. 19 . 
Fig. 21 shows the migration velocity and vertical position of
he droplets. Examining the velocity of each droplet in Fig. 21 ,
t is clear that the velocity of the center of mass of the droplet
warm achieves a steady state, before the effect of the top wall
rise, whereas each individual droplet presents oscillating migra-
ion velocities, for both cases summarized in Table 5 . These os-
illations are more evident for case B ( Re = 20 , Ma = 60 ), where
he amplitude of the initial overshoot in the migration velocity is
igher than case A ( Re = 40 , Ma = 40 ), which is consistent with
he numerical ﬁndings described in Section 4.2.2 . By moving in
he direction of the temperature gradient, both the leading and
railing droplets form horizontal layers before they achieve the top
all, moreover, it is observed that the droplets of the top layer
ove faster than the droplets of the lower layer, indeed the ver-
ical separation between the two layers increases as the time ad-Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂances. Furthermore, the formation of these horizontal structures
an be clearly inferred from the time evolution of the vertical loca-
ions of the droplets, which are depicted in Figs. 21 b for both cases
ummarized in Table 5 . These results are consistent with numeri-
al ﬁndings reported by Nas et al. (2006) using the front-tracking
ethod ( Tryggvason et al., 2001 ). 
These simulations demonstrate the feasibility of using the
resent multiple level-set approach to examine the dynamics of
hermocapillary migration and interaction of multiple deformable
roplets without numerical coalescence of the ﬂuid particles. To
he best of the authors’ knowledge, these simulations have been
ffordable in the past only by means of the front-tracking method
 Nas et al., 2006; Nas and Tryggvason, 2003; Tryggvason et al.,
001 ). On the other hand, in the framework of interface captur-
ng methods (e.g. VOF or LS), the interaction of multiple interfaces
hen these are close enough, leads to the automatic coalescence
f the ﬂuid particles. Therefore, the aforementioned limitation of
nterface capturing methods is circumvented in the present model
y means of the multiple marker approach ( Balcázar et al., 2015a ).
n current implementation the CLS function of each ﬂuid parti-
le is computationally treated as one scalar ﬁeld deﬁned on the
hole spatial domain , indeed, the required memory storage andrmocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 20. Re = 40 , Ma = 40 , Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 , 18 droplets. Vorticity contours, (∇ × v ) · e z at the plane z = 0 . 
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s  computational effort associated with the interface representation
scales with n b × n h , where n b is the number of ﬂuid particles and
n h is the number of control volumes. Consequently, the simulation
of thermocapillary interactions of multiple deformable droplets is
practical for a relatively low number of ﬂuid particles, less than
O (100) ( Balcázar et al., 2015a ). 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a new level-set model for thermal two-phase
ﬂows with variable surface tension has been introduced. The
present model includes the Navier–Stokes equations for incom-
pressible ﬂows, with interfacial tension force and Marangoni stress
modeled using the concept of continuum surface force ( Brackbill
et al., 1992 ). Interface capturing is performed by means of the
CLS method presented in Balcázar et al. (2014, 2015b) , whereas
the multiple marker methodology introduced by Balcázar et al.
(2015a ), is used to avoid the numerical coalescence of the ﬂuid–
ﬂuid interfaces, allowing for the collision of the ﬂuid particles. Ad-
ditionally, an energy equation is included to obtain temperature
ﬁeld, which is related to the surface tension by means of the equa-
tion of state. All governing equations have been discretized in thePlease cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂramework of the ﬁnite-volume method, according to the work
ntroduced by Balcázar et al. (2014) . To the best of the author’s
nowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that thermocapillary effects in sin-
le and multiple droplets are modeled in the context of the con-
ervative level-set method ( Balcázar et al., 2014; 2015a; 2015b ). 
The proposed model is ﬁrst validated against analytical so-
utions of thermal Poiseuille ﬂow with constant surface tension,
nd thermocapillary driven convection in two superimposed ﬂu-
ds at negligible Reynolds and Marangoni numbers. It is then used
o simulate thermocapillary motion of droplets, and its accuracy
s further veriﬁed against the YGB theoretical predictions ( Young
t al., 1959 ) and numerical solutions from literature. As further val-
dation, thermocapillary interaction of two droplets has been sim-
lated, and present results compared with front-tracking simula-
ions reported by Nas and Tryggvason (2003) . Additionally, the ef-
ect of Reynolds and Marangoni numbers on the Marangoni mi-
ration of three-dimensional deformable droplets has been ex-
lored. As a challenging application, the thermocapillary interac-
ion of multiple droplets in a conﬁned channel has been per-
ormed. The aforementioned results demonstrate that the proposed
evel-set model is a reliable and accurate method for numerical
imulation of thermocapillary ﬂow. In future work, the presentermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
uidﬂow.2016.09.015 
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Fig. 21. Interaction of 18 droplets, Ca = 0 . 0416 ¯6 , ηρ = ημ = ηc p = ηλ = 0 . 5 . Droplet velocity deﬁned as V ∗i = V −1 
∫ 
 φi v · e y dV . Droplet centroid deﬁned as Y c,i /d = 
d −1 V −1 

∫ 
 φi x · e y dV, i = 1 , . . . , 18 . (a) Re = 40 , Ma = 40 . (b) Re = 20 , Ma = 60 . 
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Fig. 22. Node stencil used for unstructured TVD ﬂux limiter schemes, where c f = 
{ v f , n f } . 
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ppendix A. TVD ﬂux limiter schemes 
Total variation diminishing (TVD) differencing scheme used in
resent work has been introduced by Balcázar et al. (2014) in the
ontext of unstructured grids, with the aim to avoid numerical os-
illations and to minimize the numerical diffusion at the interface.
ig. 22 illustrates a stencil of three points { x C ′ , x D ′ , x U ′ } on the line
 f , which is perpendicular to the face f on the face centroid x f .
oints x C and x D refer to the upwind cell centroid and downwind
ell centroid respect to the face f , whereas x U is the far-upwind
ell centroid. The point x U is the closest cell-centroid to the point
 U ′ = x C ′ − x C ′ D ′ , selected from the set of cell-centroids adjacent
o the cell C in upwind direction with respect to the face f . Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for the
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂSince physical variables ψ and their gradients ∇ψ are com-
uted at cell centroids { x U , x C , x D } , it is possible to calculate their
alues at the points of the node-stencil { x U ′ , x C ′ , x D ′ } by means of
 ﬁrst-order Taylor approximation, namely: 
 
ψ C ′ = ψ C + ( x C ′ − x C ) · (∇ψ) C , 
ψ D ′ = ψ D + ( x D ′ − x D ) · (∇ψ) D , 
ψ U ′ = ψ U + ( x U ′ − x U ) · (∇ψ) U . 
(49) rmocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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 Moreover, ψ f is written as the sum of a diffusive ﬁrst-order up-
wind part and an anti-diffusive term ( Balcázar et al., 2014; Darwish
and Moukalled, 2003; Lian-xia et al., 2008; Sweby, 1984 ) 
ψ f = ψ C ′ + 
1 
2 
L (θ f )(ψ D ′ − ψ C ′ ) (50)
The anti-diffusive part is multiplied by the ﬂux limiter, L ( θ f ), with
θ f deﬁned as the upwind ratio of consecutive gradients of ψ : 
θ f = 
ψ C ′ − ψ U ′ 
ψ D ′ − ψ C ′ 
(51)
Furthermore, the ﬂux limiters used in this work have the forms: 
L ( θ ) ≡
⎧ ⎨ 
⎩ 
max { 0 , min { 2 θ, 1 } , min { 2 , θ} } , TVD Supe rbee . 
( θ + | θ | ) / ( 1 + | θ | ) , TVD Van − Leer . 
1 , Cent ral differen ce . 
(52)
Recently Denner and van Wachem (2015b ) and Hou et al.
(2012) have reported a two-node distance weighting interpolation
factor in place of the coeﬃcient 1/2 in the anti-diffusive part of
Eq. (50) , with the aim to improve the aproximation of ψ at the
face position on non-uniform unstructured grids. In the context of
the present work, meshes have a constant grid size ( h ) in regions
where the ﬂuid-interface is present, moreover, the accuracy of
Eq. (50) will increase with mesh reﬁnement, whereas the factor
1/2 in Eq. (50) is exactly deﬁned for uniform cartesian meshes.
Another issue related to the design of TVD schemes on unstruc-
tured grids is the correction of mesh skewness ( Denner and van
Wachem, 2015b ). In the framework of the present formulation,
this problem is circumvented using a stencil of three virtual nodes
{ x U ′ , x C ′ , x D ′ } located on the line l f , which is orthogonal to the face
f on the face centroid x f , as shown in Fig. 22 . 
Appendix B. Cell-face velocity interpolation 
For the sake of completeness this section is devoted to obtain
Eq. (32) , which has been introduced in our previous work ( Balcázar
et al., 2014 ) in the context of isothermal and incompressible two-
phase ﬂows on collocated unstructured grids. This cell-face velocity
( v f ) is obtained in order to fulﬁll the incompressibility constraint
and to maintain a strong pressure-velocity coupling on collocated
meshes ( Rhie and Chow, 1983 ). Thus, taking the divergence of Eq.
(31) , and integrating the resultant equation on the control volume
P gives ( Balcázar et al., 2014 ): 
∑ 
f 
v n +1 
f 
· A f = 
∑ 
f 
(
v ∗f −
t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f 
)
· A f (53)
which can be reorganized as follows: 
∑ 
f 
(
v n +1 
f 
− v ∗f + 
t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f 
)
· A f = 0 (54)
Therefore, the coeﬃcient of the sum in Eq. (54) can be used to
deﬁne a cell-face velocity, v n +1 
f 
, consistently with the incompress-
ibility constraint as follows: 
v n +1 
f 
= v ∗f −
t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f (55)
Now, v ∗
f 
is interpolated as the weighting average of v ∗q , where q ∈
{ P, F }, P and F denote the adjacent cell nodes with a common face
f : 
v n +1 
f 
= 
∑ 
q ∈{ P,F } 
w q v 
∗
q −
t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f (56)Please cite this article as: N. Balcázar et al., A level-set model for th
Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatﬂhere w q is deﬁned as the weighting factor, such that 
∑ 
q w q = 1 .
inally, Eq. (31) is replaced in Eq. (56) to obtain: 
 f = 
∑ 
q ∈{ P,F } 
w q 
(
v n +1 q + 
t 
ρq 
(∇ h p n +1 ) q 
)
− t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f (57)
r, in terms of the volume ﬂux U f : 
 f · A f = U f = 
∑ 
q ∈ { P,F } 
w q 
(
v n +1 q + 
t 
ρq 
(∇ h p n +1 )q 
)
· A f 
−t 
ρ f 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f · A f (58)
here 
(∇ h p n +1 ) f · A f = (p n +1 F − p n +1 P ) 
|| A f || 
|| x P→ F || (59)
q. (58) is similar to the momentum-weighted interpolation
ethod introduced by (Felten and Lund (2006) ; Jofre et al. (2014) )
or incompressible single-phase ﬂows, and reported by ( Denner
nd van Wachem (2014) ; Mencinger and Zun (2007) ) in the con-
ext of incompressible two-phase ﬂows. Moreover, following the
ork of Felten and Lund (2006) , a weighting factor, w q = 0 . 5 , is
sed in Eq. (56) , with the aim to minimize kinetic energy error on
ollocated curvilinear grids ( Felten and Lund, 2006 ). This approx-
mation leads to the cell-face velocity presented in Eq. (32) . The
eader is referred to Balcázar et al. (2014) for additional technical
etails on the ﬁnite-volume discretization of the governing equa-
ions on collocated unstructured grids. 
ppendix C. Two-phase laminar forced convection 
The thermal layered Poiseuille ﬂow between two inﬁnite walls
riven by a constant pressure gradient, ((P 0 − P L ) /L ) e x , is used for
alidation of the proposed level-set model, in the context of ther-
al two-phase ﬂows with constant surface tension. The computa-
ional domain is 0 ≤ x ≤ L  and −h c  y  h d , while the interface
s located at y = 0 , as is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The no-slip boundary
ondition is used on the top and bottom walls, a temperature T t 
s applied at the top boundary while a temperature T b is ﬁxed on
he bottom boundary, periodic boundary condition is used in the x
irection. The effect of gravity is neglected and phase change does
ot take place. Moreover, there is not deformation of the interface
nd the surface tension is considered to be constant. Therefore, the
nalytical solution for the velocity and temperature ﬁelds can be
btained as (Zheng et al. (2016)) 
 · e x = 
(P 0 − P L ) h 2 0 
2 μc L 
(
(1 + (h d /h c )) h d μc 
μc h d + μd h c 
+ 
(
(h d /h c ) 
2 μc − μd 
(h d /h c ) μc + μd 
)
y 
h c 
−
(
y 
h c 
)2 )
(60)
 (x, y ) = λd (T t − T b ) 
λc h d + λd h c 
y + λc h d T b + λd h c T h 
λc h d + λd h c 
(61)
n c , with −h c  y  0 , and 
 · e x = 
(P 0 − P L ) h 2 d 
2 μd L 
(
(1 + (h c /h d )) h c μd 
μc h d + μd h c 
+ 
(
μc − (h c /h d ) 2 μd 
μc + (h c /h d ) μd 
)
y 
h c 
−
(
y 
h c 
)2 )
(62)ermocapillary motion of deformable ﬂuid particles, International 
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Fig. 23. Comparison of vertical velocity ( v x = v · e x ) and temperature ( T ) on the line x/H  = 0 . The interface is located at y/H  = 0 . 
Table 6 
Physical properties used in simulation of two-phase laminar forced 
convection. 
ρc ρd μc μd λc λd c p, c c p, d σ
1 1 0 .10 0 .01 0 .1 0 .01 0 .1 0 .1 24 .5 
T  
i
 
i  
g  
h  
 
c  
a  
ﬂ  
t  
p  
i  
l  
A  
c  
d  
s  
r
R
A  
B  
 
B  
 
B  
 
B  
 
B  
B  
C  
C  
D  
D  
D  
 
D  
 
D  
D  
 
F  
 
G  
G  
H  
H  
H  
 
J  
 
K  
K  
K  
K  
K  
L  
 
L  
L  
M  
M  
 
M  
 
M  
M  
N   (x, y ) = λc (T t − T b ) 
λc h d + λd h c 
y + λc h d T b + λd h c T h 
λc h d + λd h c 
(63)
n d , with 0 ≤ y ≤ h d . 
Physical properties used in present simulation are summarized
n Table 6 . Wall temperatures are T h = 1 and T c = 0 , whereas
eometrical parameters are ﬁxed to L  × H  = 4 × 1 , with h c =
 d = 0 . 5 H . Additionally, the applied external pressure gradient is
((P 0 − P L ) /L ) e x = 0 . 16 e x . The domain is discretized on a uniform
artesian mesh of 160 × 40 ( h = H / 40 ), 320 × 80 ( h = H / 80 )
nd 480 × 120 ( h = H / 120 ) grid points. At the time t = 0 both
uid layers are quiescent, whereas a linear proﬁle is used as ini-
ial condition for temperature ﬁeld. Present simulations have been
erformed for steady state, up to t = 20 . Fig. 23 shows that numer-
cal results for the temperature and velocity proﬁles are in excel-
ent agreement with analytical solutions given by Eqs. (60) –(63) .
 slight difference is observed around the interface position be-
ause a continuous model has been used, however, this difference
ecreases with mesh reﬁnement, as shown in Fig. 23 . Present re-
ults are consistent with previous lattice-Boltzmann simulations
eported by Zheng et al. (2016) . 
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